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HOPE, KEEP GOING 
Light team, to be worldwide soon.

ROME, PORTUGAL, IRELAND , 22.08.2021, 23:51 Time

USPA NEWS - Hope, keep going yes, that is what happened. After really dark times with Pandemic lasting 2 years so far we have
received as society a bit of brightness between the heavy clouds.. vaccination for many and in general global approach towards
biggest health crisis in 21st century.

well, but being on the real side, things happen, who could predict terrible situation in the middle east and nest humanity test for what to
do and where we are as human beings, from one side: so excited about having traveling opportunity to.. Moon ( no kidding ) on the
other hand 2 brothers from Afganistan falling from the sky, directly from outside of US army plane trying to do their best, escape from
home, from occupation, being killed, terror and unknown facing death on their travel.

Shall we not ask - what is this journey about is it about looking for external pleasure and materialistic achievements, adding another
billion to bank account for less than 0.5 % of people or being desperate for food and survival in the times of conflicts, economy
downturn and overall society depression and exhaustion of overwhelming times. 

What is next, that is only one thing which is common for all of us... we don`t know as future never happen, we can only speculate and
create bestt possible outcomes.
That is why Sir Leonard ( nickname of inventor ) decided to give it a chance, give the spark of life energy a chance to shine again for
all. We cannot deny one positive sensation we experience in the lifetime, the gift of life. Easy to be forgotten, impossible to not be not
acknowledged. Are we able to make it shine ? are we able to hold on and press the button of core energy, ignite our heart, soul, mind
and spirit to the level of leading new type of creation. Leonard say yes, I say let`s do it starting from true human transformation project
in all the levels of our growth, on the structure of development grounded in the truth, soaked in knowledge and experience of the
mentoring masters and available for all of us. We The Human have in Us The Light. Together only we can make it shine so bright that
the darkness will become the shadow freely accepted by enlightened beings as a part of the balance, part of life.
Project is coming to life, slowly but surely, ignited by team of people who tasted the reality, 

danced with shadow and created light in this dancefloor already. We are commited to serve, to experience, enjoy and growth together
in human family, there is no place for them anymore, we are all and time to take full responsibility for future generations as only Light is
in their DNA and in purpose of shifting not the new Earth - definitely connected planet, united and bright.
There is no need to write more as those words were written with intention of You dear reader to feel by your intuition how important job
we are here to do.. Greeting the Light team, to be worldwide soon.
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